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Delta wings employed as the lifting surface for fighters originated in the 1950s. 
By managing vortex lift of delta wings could obtain high lift at lower speed and solve 
the problem of shock wave drag reduction at higher Mach number. Nowadays, it 
already becomes one of the most important aerodynamic airfoil. In military areas, 
delta wings were used very frequently, such as the jet fighters like the Swedish 
SAAB-37 fighters, the U.S. F-15, F-16, F-18, the French "Rafael" fighters as well as 
our J-7, J-8, J-10 and so on. The European "Concorde" is a successful representation 
of using delta wing for civil aircraft. There are plentiful researches about delta wings 
nowadays. Among those studies, the detached vortex shed from the delta wings, 
which are the main reason for the generating of high lift of delta wings, has become a 
very important research interest. And the research by using the artificially 
manufactured vortex generators to induce an auxiliary vortex to delay the vortex 
breakdown of delta wings is one of academic hot spots. 
The present thesis work focuses on the influence of vortex generator on the break 
point of delta wing's detached vortices. Detailed PIV experiment research on features 
of interaction between auxiliary vortex induced by vortex generator and delta wing's 
detached vortex was conducted. Data measurements were carried out in the 
multifunctional experiment platform of Fluid Mechanics & PIV Laboratory, Xiamen 
University. Experiment contents contained qualitative flow visualization and 
quantitative measurements. The aim of flow visualization was to have a deep insight 
into physical mechanism of development and bursting of detached vortices. The 
quantitative part employed Time-Resolved PIV technology. The Time-Resolved PIV 
system was established by combination of high-frequency laser and high-speed 
camera, as well as good-following Polyamid Seeding Particles. This thesis work 
began with calibration of advanced PIV system. Detailed PIV measurement on 
features of detached vortices of delta wing with vortex generator was carried out 
carefully under different free flow speeds and angles of attack.  
A huge amount of PIV data were acquired and evaluated to obtain favorable 
interference, development, bursting features of vortex generator's auxiliary vortex and 
delta wing's detached vortex. Results on analysis of instantaneous flow and 
comparison of velocity vector fields between targeted delta wing and baseline one 
showed favorable influence of vortex generator on delta wing's detached vortex. 
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